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ABSTRACT

For computation of the equilibrium statistical properties of finite spin-| XY chains
with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction the suggested earlier approach [JMMM 140-144
(1990) 1G23) is generalized. It is applied for calculation of transverse dynamical suscep-
tibility of spin- 3 Ising chain in non-random and random Gaussian transverse field with
Dzyalos hinskii- Moriya interaction.
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Spin-j XY chains starting from early 60's attract a lot of interest. Since after Jordan-

Wigner transformation one gets non-interacting fermions a lot of statistical-mechanics

calculations can be performed exactly [1]. The derivation of exact results for random

versions of such models is more difficult and apparently only the calculation of thermo-

dynamics for isotropic case with random Lorentzian transverse field can be performed

analitically [2] (see also [3]). However, the peculiarity of the system in question permits

to perform numerical investigations of thermodynamics and spin correlations avoiding

the appearance of 2N x 2W eigenvalue and eigenvector problem as for an arbitrary spin—

chain. Therefore it appears possible to examine reliably the observable quantities for both

perfect and random spin-± XY chains [4]. In the present paper such approach will be

generalized for chains with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. The Hamiltoniwi of the

system under consideration reads

./f^+1 + Jf.^+1 + J f^ + 1 ) . (1)

When JJ* = — J j 1 = £)j one gets Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction the influence of which

on statistical mechanics in perfect periodic case was examined in [5, 6]. In order to study

the equilibrium statistical properties of such a system one should perform Jordan-Wigner

transformation from operators sf s s* ± isv
} to Fermi operators cf, c3 and then to diago-

nalize the obtained quadratic form by a canonical transformation r)£ — £jLi(<?Jt,Cj~ + hjyCj)

with the outcome H — *£%=\ ^ki^tVk — \)- The unknown coeficients gk = {gti, ...Sitw),

hit = (fen,

tion

with

) and elementary excitation spectrum At are determined from the equa-

lt, hk) (2)



The HeLmholtz free energy

gives the thermodynamical properties of the model considered. Since

where

and <&PJ = tjM + livj, *\>v} = (j,,j — APJ, the spin correlation functions can be calculated with

the help of Wick-Bloeh-de Dominic is theorem. The elementary contractions read

N

p=l

> =

N

>= ~ E [*w*^ (3)

where F(A,,) = ™^$p). Thus, For a certain chain (1) ,.., fjj, j ; 1 , J f , J f , ,]f,... one

should solve 2/V x 2Ar eigenvalue and eigenvector problem (2) finding in a result At, g,t, h*.

These quantities determine completely the rquilibrium statistical properties of the model

under consideration (1). The described procedure was implemented on a small computer

and was carefully checked using as a testing ground exact results available [2, 6].

For illustration of the suggested approach we proceed to examine the transverse dy-

namical susceptibility \ZZ(K,UJ) = £„ e™ / " rftei<IJ+")i± < [s?(t),sj+n] > [4, 6] consider-

ing spin-j Ising chain in transverse field with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction {il3 — fi,

y/J = ./, ,/f = 0, D, = D). Taking chains of 180 spins with J = 1, D = 0,0.5,1, fi =

0.25,0.5,1 at. Q = 10, computing elementary contactions (3) involved in < Sso(')s!o+n >,
< S9n+ii(~0''oo >' performing integration over ( and summation over n we obtained the

results some of which are shown in Fig.l. They are in agreement with the ones obtained

earlier \« a quite different manner [6]. It can be seen that the frequency shapes change dra-

matically in the presence of Dzyaloshiuskii-Moriya interaction. Therefore it seems to be

rt-ffi tk tt.iMt^ut. «.

Figure 1: Xxrt85^) vs- w f°r spin-^ Ising chain in transverse field with Dzyaloshinskii-

Moriya interaction at ae = 0; J = 1, 1 - D = 0, 2 - D = 0.5, 3 - D = 1, Q = 10.
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Figure 2: jj.(;r, u) vs. w for spin-^ Ismg chain in non-random (Q.a = 0.5, CT = 0) and

random Gaussian (fJn = 0.5, <r = 0.5, the averaging is performed only over few random

realizations of ..., £!_,,...) transverse field with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction at ae = 0,

J = ], D= 1, H= 10.

very interesting to go into the question about the possibility of experimental confirmation

of predicted changes in :(„(«,LJ) due to Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.

However, the suggested scheme permits to study disordered versions of the model

considered supposing the parameters of Hamiltonian (1) to be random and hence to

examine the influence of randomness on observables. Consider, for instance, the discussed

example with ./ = 1, D — 1, fi — 10 and random transverse fields at sites with Gaussian

probability distribution density

a.J , S20 = 0-5.

The results of calculation of Xzzi'^,w) for tr = 0 and a = 0.5 are shown in Fig.2. They

demonstrate the changes in frequency shapes caused by the considered type of disorder

that, may be useful in comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental data.

The results obtained can be summarized as follows. First, the numerical approach

for examining equilibrium statistical mechanics of spin-j XY chains (1) was presented.

Second, the examination of transverse dynamical susceptibility for spin-| Ising model in

transverse field with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction was performed. Third, the influ-

ence of randomness for Gaussian transverse fields on transverse dynamical susceptibility

was demonstrated. The present paper is only a very preliminary study of the model

(1) within the described approach. A detailed study of equilibrium statistical mechanics

of the model (1) requires a separate consideration. The formalism of this paper seems

to be useful in deriving theoretical predictions for comparison with observable data ob-

tained in experiments on quasi-one-dimensional spin— XY compounds such

CsMg^xCuzCh etc. (see [7]).
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